TF RADIO

POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE
230v/ 24v

OUTPUT VOLTAGE
24v

MAX OUTPUT CURRENT
1.5 amps

MAX NO. OF ZONES
4

PROTECTION CLASS
IP56*

WORKING TEMPERATURE
-15c to +70c

COLOURS
grey

OVERALL DIMENSIONS
160 x 120 x 75mm

TEMP SENSOR
n/a

RAIN SENSOR
upgradeable

WIND SENSOR
upgradeable

*In order to retain manufacturers IP rating, all entry/exit of cabling etc., should be routed/sealed with cable glands.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT SUMMARY

- Maximum current rating 5.2amps (44R)
- Operates up to 16 Ack4 actuators
- Rain and wind sensor options
- Manual switch option
- Easy to install
- Upto 4 zones
- 433Mhz radio control

PRODUCT CODES

CONA-TF2-4/BO-0001  TF24R Radio - Control Unit 24v 433MHz
CONA-TF4-4/BO-0001  TF 44R Radio - Control Unit 230v 433MHz
CXNA-TFS-/RAI-R001  Rain Sensor
CXNA-TFS-/WIN-0001  Wind Sensor
CXNA-TFS-/FOB-0001  4-Channel Remote Unit
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